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innovation by the creation of all-new luxury car series: Xedos. ... Despite its strong emphasis on style and aerodynamics, the Xedos 9 interior design is ..... toward the upper portion of the body, but again firms up at the shoulders. ... Therefore, Mazda and Seren Company jointly ..... on the lower L-arms via ball-jointed links. 
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1 Introduction Last year Mazda Motor Corporation strengthened its commitment to product innovation by the creation of all-new luxury car series: Xedos. At the same time, Mazda formalized its commitrnent to Europe by creating a new car and a new market segment, the Xedos 6 "Personal Compact Luxury Performance Sedan." Having established a strong European presence in the volume luxury-performance segment, Mazda has taken the next step. Known for its innovation and technical sophistication, Mazda has created a car that matches and exceeds the high expectation of the European luxury driver through its breakthrough technology, unsurpassed quality, reliability, durability, comfort and driving pleasure, hold dramatic styling and an unparalleled commitment to solving environmental problems and safety issues. The car is the Xedos 9, the top-of-the- model of the Xedos series, and Mazda's flagship model for the European market. The Xedos 9 is not a revolution in luxury cars, but rather an evolution. The Xedos 9 can best be described as an "Exclusive Personal Touring Sedan," conceived to satisfy the requirements established by traditional luxury cars such as BMW and MercedesBenz. But the Xedos moves ahead of these marques with product features reflecting Mazda's strong awareness of current social issues... and those of the 21st century. Exterior - A New Harmony Between Styling and Function Creation of a new harmony between styling and function was Mazda's primary objective with the Xedos 9. The styling message was to break away from the tyranny "function dictates form." With this thought firmly in mind, Mazda has created a design that captures the imagination of the viewer, while at the same time reflecting the goal of achieving both originality and unique identity, combined with the inherent space efficiency of the transverse-engine, front-wheel drive configuration. The ratio of overall length to width imparts a slightly slender appearance to the Xedos 9, while the low overall height creates a flowing, stable look. Front and rear ends are smoothly tapered in plan view. Each pillar and glass area is canted inwards as it approaches the roof, features that are a departure from traditional, "perpendicular" luxury cars and a visual indication of a "new generation" of luxury cars. While its identity as a Mazda luxury car carries over from the Xedos 6, the Xedos 9 design encompasses originality and timelessness, combined with sophistication and elegance. These attributes help the car achieve a drag coefficient (Cd) of 0.28, lowest of any volume production sedan. 3/59
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INTERIOR - SPACIOUS AN FUNCTIONAL Despite its strong emphasis on style and aerodynamics, the Xedos 9 interior design is one of spaciousness and function befitting a luxury car. Both leg room and head room are above average in this class of car, notwithstanding the Xedos 9's low overall height. Mazda' s attention to the functional aspects of the interior are illustrated by fatiguereducing seat technology and the ergonomic arrangement of controls and switches. A unique optional equipment that enhances comfort is a solar-powered sunroof ventilation system.



POWERTRAIN - A BALANCING ACT To Mazda's powertrain engineers fell the difficult task of balancing the social requirements of environmental protection and conservation of resources with the demands of a luxury car driver for an extra reserve of performance. While sharing a common design with the K-series V6 of the Xedos 6, the 2.0- and 2.5-litre DOHC engines offered in the Xedos 9 benefit from extensive refinements and enhancements in providing high power, generous torque over a wide rpm band and uncanny smoothness and quiemess. Fuel efficiency is comparable to that of 4-cylinder engines while emissions are very low for a V6. A refined, high-efficiency 5-speed manual gearbox is offered with both engines. The electronically controlled 4-speed automatic available with the 2.5-litre V6 provides automatic selection of Normal and Power Modes and features Mazda's innovative Hold Mode.



CHASSIS - EXCELLENCE OF DESIGN AND DYNAMICS The Xedos 9's all new 4-wheel multi-link suspension contributes to outstanding highspeed directional stability and danger and obstacle avoidance capabilities, while assuring a quiet and comfortable ride. Changes in toe, camber and caster are minimized over the full range of suspension travel, resulting in consistent vehicle dynamics regardless of the number of passengers or the roughness of the road. The integrated control among the new 4-wheel steering1, traction control2 and ABS realizes a highly balanced level of safety and driving pleasure. Accident avoidance behaviour is among the best in the world. 1: 4-wheel steering optional with the 2.5-litre models 2: Traction control standard with the 2.5-litre models



NEW DRIVING SATISFACTION The "new driving satisfaction" provided by the Xedos 9 is not merely a reflection of its beautiful design, high quality and excellent ride comfort. Rather it is the balance and harmony of all these factors which provide intellectual satisfaction through highspeed cruising performance, stress-free driving under any condition and best-in-class amenity and convenience.



ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY Mazda' s commitment to social issues is reflected throughout the Xedos 9 design. For instance, no less than 85 percent of the car's plastic parts are made of recyclable 4/59
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thermoplastics. To facilitate resource conservation, vigorous programmes are being implemented in Germany and Japan to collect and recycle plastic bumpers. Fuel efficiency is assured by the Xedos 9's lightweight, aerodynamic body and by its highly efficient engines and transmissions. Considerable attention has been paid to environmental protection. The Xedos 9 clears the 1996 EC Emission Standards (Step II), which will become effective starting January 1, 1996, and pro-acts on the 1994 U.S. Federal emission standards. Specific chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) and asbestos have been totally eliminated from the Xedos 9. The exterior noise level already passes stringent European regulations that will become effective beginning October 1, 1995. As of now, the Xedos 9 is one of the cleanest and quietest production cars in Europe. Super computers and large-size stamping machines have been used to develop and build a body that surpasses the toughest safety standards anywhere in the world. These levels of safety have been achieved without sacrificing Mazda's goal of designing a lightweight body. As a result, the body satisfies Mazda's own standards which are equivalent to the upcoming U.S. side impact regulations. Airbags are offered for both the driver and front-seat passenger. Seat belts are equipped with pre-tensioners. By boldly placing top priority on addressing safety and environmental concerns, the Xedos 9 meets and exceeds the expectations of luxury car drivers and social requirements at an unprecedented high level.
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2 The Xedos 9 in Brief An exclusive, personal touring-sedan offering elegance and elan, the Xedos 9 is the flagship model of the range. Its outstanding aerodynamic characteristics include a drag coefficient of 0.28. Four adults are seated in superb comfort in its contoured seals. Additionally, there is ample space in the rear for a third passenger. The boot is large and usefully shaped. The Xedos 9 features a long wheelbase of 2,750mm; overalllength is 4,825 mm. The car is 1,770 mm and its overall height is 1,395 mm. Tracks are wide 1,530 mm, front and rear. Two engines are offered in the Xedos 9, both mounted transversely in unit with its transaxle and driving the front wheels via equal-length drive shafts. - The mainstream Type-KL 2.5-litre V6 features overhead camshafts for each bank of cylinders, operating four valves per cylinder. The light alloy, electronically fuel-injected engine displaces 2,497 cc, and produces maximum power of 123 kW EEC/125 kW DIN at 6,000 rpm and 212 Nm EEC/ 216 Nm DIN torque at 4,900 rpm. - The type KF 2.0-litre V6, also employing double overhead camshafts for each bank and four valves cylinder, is an enhanced version of the engine that powers the Xedos 6. Cubic capacity is 1,995 cc and the engine produces 105 kW EEC/l07 kW DIN at 6,000 rpm and a peak torque of 176 Nm EEC/180 Nm DIN at 5,000 rpm. The K-series engines for the Xedos 9 require premium-grade fuel (RON 95). The Type-KL 2.5-litre engine is offered with a choice of manual or automatic transmission, while the KF 2.0- unit is available only with the manual gearbox. The 5speed manual features internal refinements including coupled double-cone synchronizers on first and second gears and a precision-machined final drive gear. The 4-speed automatic, the latest version of Mazda's electronically controlled automatic transmission with torque converter lockup, is refined and specifically tuned to suit the characteristics of the Xedos 9. Sophisticated electronic controls automatically select Normal and Sport modes according to how aggressively the driver presses the accelerator pedal. The automatic transmission engine control computers "talk" to each other to ensure the smoothest possible gear changes. Two of the power train' s Cour mounts are sophisticated fluid-filled, vibration and noise insulating designs. And all mounts attach to sturdy aluminium brackets, for light weight combined with high rigidity. The Xedos 9 has four-wheel independent suspension specifically developed and tuned for the car. An all-new design employing multi-links, the first such system adopted in
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a Mazda front-drive car, the suspension achieves an optimal combination of stability, roadholding, handling and ride quality. Primary development objectives of the Xedos 9 chassis included unsurpassed accident avoidance capability and consistent handling ride characteristics, regardless of the number of passengers or the amount of luggage carried. Steering is by an engine-speed sensing, variable power-assist rack-and-pinion system. An option with type KL 2.5-litre series is an enhanced version of Mazda's electronically controlled 4-wheel-steering system (4WS), now incorporating a yawsensor. Electronically controlled, vehicle-speed-sensing steering is combined with the 4WS. Both the front and rear steering systems employ precise rack-and-pinion gears. Together with the multi-link suspension, the latest 4WS endows the car with exceptional medium- and high-speed stability and handling, as well as assisting lowspeed maneuverability. To improve comfort, the steering wheel telescopes for reach adjustment. Ventilated front and solid rear disc brakes with vacuum servo assistance provide stopping power for the Xedos An advanced 4-sensor, 3-channel ABS (anti-lock braking system) is standard. An electronic traction control system, which modulates engine power by fuel cut-off two through six cylinders, depending upon situations, by ignition timing control via signals from several sources including the ARs sensors, is an option on the 2.5-litre Xedos 9. The Xedos 9 is fitted with 6JJ X 15 pressed steel wheels with full wheel covers shod with 205/65R15 94V tyres. Identical-size cast aluminium wheels are an option. The Xedos 9' s all-steel, welded integral body represents yet another benchmark in Mazda's mastery of the art designing and manufacturing exceptional rigid automobile bodies. It's little wonder Mazda's are recognized for their outstanding dynamic qualities and solid passenger security. Its bending and torsional stiffness surpasses many of the world's top-class performance and luxury car bodies, including Mazda's own. Extensive use of high-tensile steel results in a body that is strong as well as lightweight. The bonnet is aluminium. In addition, the latest technology in rost preventive measures is applied to the Xedos 9 body. The pro-active Xedos 9 meets two important future occupant protection requirements as drafted in the American Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), the world's most rigorous safetyrelated regulations: side intrusion and rollover protection. The Xedos 9 is also equipped with driver- and front-passenger-side supplemental restraint system (SRS) airbag as standard equipment. The Xedos 9 is fully equipped to satisfy the comfort, convenience and entertainment requirements of the most discriminating drivers. A noteworthy option is the sunroof with solar cells whose energy powers fans draw hot air out of the passenger compartment. The Xedos 9 is manufactured in the newly expanded section of Mazda's Hofu factory, specifically geared produce the Xedos range of quality automobiles.
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PERFORMANCE AND FUEL CONSUMPTION Performance KL 2.5 auto KL 2.5 manual KF 2.0 manual Acceleration, sec. 0-100km/h 11.1 8.6 10.7 60-100km/h 6.1 9.2* 11.4* 80-120 km/h 7.9 14.2** 18.5** Maximum speed, km/h 210 220 202 Fuel Consumption ( l /l00km) at steady 90 km/h 6.9 6.8 6.3 120km/h 8.5 8.4 7.7 160km/h 12.5 12.3 11.5 180 km/h 14.5 14.7 13.2 ECEmode 12.9 12.6 11.1 Data recorded by the manufacturer Automatic in "D"range Manual * in 4th gear ** in 5th gear
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3 Technical Information PACKAGING, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT The packaging and mechanical configuration of the Xedos line of luxury-performance cars embraces a unique concept, one that pursues elegance and elan while maximizing efficiency in every area of design and engineering. The Xedos 9 represents a crowning example of this concept, literally stretching the conventional automobile boundaries of aesthetics and function. A transverse drivetrain configuration minimizes the size of the engine compartment for maximum space within the cabin. The Xedos 9's packaging fully exploits these benefits. The low, wide and sleek Xedos 9 is a bold design statement from Mazda that conveys a rare combination of maturity, substance, elegance and elan. The K-series engine's unique belt-and-gear camshaft drive and the new multi-link front suspension enabled the designers and engineers to dramatically reduce the overall height. The low front end, bonnet and fenders reduce the Xedos 9's frontal area and contribute to the car's outstanding aerodynamic performance. Mazda has successfully proven that low height does not necessarily sacrifice passenger comfort. The car's interior roominess and dimensions are superior to many acclaimed international competitors in many key comfort indices. The long passenger compartment within the wheelbase produces class-leading front seal leg room (1,100 mm by SAE L34 measurement standard) and ample rear knee space (SAE L48). Front and rear head rooms are also greater than the class norm, even with the glass sunroof. The car's overall width was optimized for outstanding dynamic response, for interior spaciousness and to provide an enlarged "crushable zone" that absorbs impact energy in case of a side collision. The boot accommodates 417 litres (DIN standard) of luggage. It is not just the volume expressed by number but the shape and accessibility of the boot that makes the space so usefu1. The Xedos 9's boot opens wide and low, at just 664 mm from the ground, and it is fully lined, including the lid underside. A quality tool set is contained in a portable case, and with a triangular warning reflector are neatly stored on the fight side of the boot. A jack is placed under the boot floor along with the spare wheel/tyre. The 68-litre fuel tank is safely positioned under the rear seat, ahead of the suspension. The Xedos 9 is comprehensively equipped, and sturdily constructed, yet it is no heavyweight. Kerb weights range from 1,410 kg for the model with the type-KF
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engine to 1,485 kg for the type-KL 2.5-litre, 4WS, automatic version with the solar sunroof.
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XEDOS 9 DIMENSIONS~ CAPACITIES AND WEIGHT Exterior dimensions Overal length, with license plate bracket, mm Overall width, mm Overall height, mm Wheelbase, mm Track, front, mm rear, mm Front overhang, mm Rear overhang, mm Minimum ground clearance, mm Minimum turning circle, 2WS, wall-to-wall m 4WS, wall-to-wall, m Interior dimensions and capacities Front headroom, mm with sunroof, mm Rear headroom, mm with sunroof, mm Front legroom, mm Rear legroom, mm Front shoulder room, mm Rear shoulder room, mm Effective cabin length (Accelerator pedal face to rear hip point), mm Boot capacity, litres with solar ventilation fan unit, litres Fuel tank capacity, litres Kerb weight KL 2.5-litre engine series, unladen, kg manual transmission, 2WS manual transmission, 4WS, sunroof automatic transmission, 2WS automatic transmission, 2WS, sunroof automatic transmission, 4WS, unroof KF 2.0-litre engine model, unladen, kg manual transmission



4,825 1,770 1,395 2,750 1,530 1,530 940 1,130 125 12.2 10,7 999 963 940 928 1,100 865 1,400 1,377 1,785 417 410 68 1,415 1,465 1,435 1,455 1,485 1,410
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EXTERIOR AND AERODYNAMICS "Soul-stirring" styling has been Mazda's design philosophy; a car buyer wants the satisfaction of owning an automobile that evokes an emotional response and reflects its owner's individual lifestyle. That philosophy has bred such exciting cars as the RX- 7, MX-5 and MX-6. Mazda firmly believes that automobile design should be neither stationary nor transitory. It must evolve continuously and progressively. Mazda Design is now moving into a new era, its prominent theme, "Reverberating Design," aiming at eliciting an ever deeper emotional response but without ostentation or pretense. A sublime blend of functional form and emotional aesthetics. The Xedos line of quality cars, first the Xedos 6 and now the Xedos 9, is an eloquent manifestation of this philosophy. A common design theme that Mazda's designers have ardently pursued is present in the Xedos 9: a fully integrated and substantial form with a Mien - a unique and timeless presence. The total design emerges as if sculptured from a single mould, boldly and with elaborate and painstaking care in the execution of its lines and surfaces. The Xedos 9's proportions are distinctly sleek, wide and low. The length and width allow prominent tapering of the front and rear in plan view. In profile, it presents balanced front and rear overhangs on a long wheelbase. The lower body's subtle wedge shape and smoothly undulating beltline are highlighted by an accent line running the full length of the car. The bumpers and facias are fully integrated, the height of the rear deck has been aerodynamically optimized and an aero-valance on each rocker panel augments the car's functionally efficient appearance. Smooth lines and surfaces flow rearward from the low nose, made possible by the compactness of the V6 engine and the low height of the new multi-link suspension, into the contoured bonnet to the sharply raked (61 degrees measured from vertical) windscreen. The front fenders sweep rearward through the central section onto the undulating rear fenders, merging into the sporty rear deck. The greenhouse rises fluidly and runs in an exquisite arc, flowing down into a strongly raked (68 degrees from vertical) backlight that wraps around to the quarter panels. The greenhouse is supported by thin A- and B-pillars and boldly raked and strength-conveying quarter panels pillars (C-pillars). In cross section, the greenhouse tapers upward with prominently curved window panes (27 degrees/rad), evoking a sporty and personal feel. The windows are surrounded by deep-gloss chrome-plated, stainless mouldings, and the windscreen and backlight by matte-black mouldings. Window glass panes are green-tinted. Heat- and UV-filtering glass is an option when the glass sunroof with solar-cell ventilation is ordered.
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The front-end features distinctive Xedos styling cues, exemplified by the characteristic grille and integrated headlamp clusters. The inverted trapezoidal-shaped grille continues with the identity established by the Xedos 6, and blends smoothly into the front end of the car. Each headlamp cluster houses a poly-ellipsoid, projector-type, halogen low-beam lamp on the outside and a high-power, halogen, high-beam lamp on the inside under a single lens. The styled, composite headlamp unit contributes to rakish angle of the nose. A deep wrap-around auxiliary lamp is placed outside of the headlamp cluster, presenting an integrated appearance. Large turn-indicators are integrated in the bumper, and, when ordered, powerful and compact halogen projector-type lamps are fitted in the lower facia. The large flush-mounted taillamps sweep around the sides of the car. A standard rear fog-lamp is included in the offside taillamp cluster. The rear bumper/facia is integrated to the smooth rear end design. The boot opens at bumper height. Xedos 9's lines and surfaces were lovingly created to maximize the design's sculptured contours. It is Mazda's patented "Hi-Reflex" painting process that emphasizes the design's extraordinary "lurniere et ombre" - "light and shadow" effects.
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Aerodynamics Mazda’s designers and aerodynamists, who have created some of the world’s most aerodynamic automobiles, aimed to better themselves with the Xedos 9. However, they did not want “flamboyant visual aerodynamics for the sake of aerodynamics” to mar the car’s quiet dignity and exceptional elegance. The design and engineeering team pursued aerodynamics for rear-life, on-road benefits. Hundreds of hours were spent on the drawing board, in the design studios, on high-power computer screens, in Mazda’s full-size wind tunnel, on the high-speed sections of the Miyoshi proving ground and on extended excursions driving on some of Europe’s faster roads. The fruits of their labours were most gratifying, making the Xedos 9 the world’s best regardless of body styles, with an extraordinarily low drag coefficient of 0.28. The Xedos 9’s Cd X A, the coefficient of drag mutltiplied by the frontal area (2.07 m2), and an even more realistic indicator of aerodynamic efficiency, is equally remarkable for a car of the size category at Cd X A=0.580. The low aerodynamic drag males a significant contribution to the Xedos 9’s superior performance and fuel eficiency. Equally important are its lift characteristics. The lower the coefficient, the better the car’s high-speed stability. The Xedos 9 possessses exemplary front and rear lifts: Clf=0.100 and Clr=0.050. Some of the key aerodynamics elements include: - Streamlining the air flow from the low front end, over windscrenn and the curved roof profile. - Optimization of the backlight angle and the end of the rear deck (creating an “imaginary” roof) to prevent airflow over the roof from becoming detached from the body. - Optimized streamlining the windscreen/A-pillars and the outside mirrors to prevent turbulence. - Tapering the front- and rear-bumpers/facias in plan view. - Flush-mounting all lamps. - Aero-rocker panels/valances. - Under-the-car airflow management via large strategically placed underbody covers/trays. AERODYNAMICS Drag coefficient 0.28 Frontal area A, sq-m 2.07 Drag coefficient X frontal area, Cd X A 0.580 Lit coefficient, front, Clf 0.100 Lift coefficient, rear, Clr 0.050
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INTERIOR AND AMENITY Interior The Xedos 9' s distinctive design concept is carried through to the car's interior in a harmony of elegant outstanding comfort and superior function. The driver and passengers are enveloped in a softly padded spacious cabin whose surfaces are smoothly contoured. The driver commands a wide view through the large windscreen and window glass area. The bonnet and cowl are low, thanks to the compact V6 engine and the new multi-link suspension. The instrument panel is softly contoured, flowing smoothly into the door panels. An integrated and deeply hooded panel hauses vital instruments and warning lamps. This panel is designed for ease of viewing, to maximize driving pleasure. Other controls, such as the air-conditioning switches, can be operated by either the driver or front-seat passenger. The meters and gauges are clearly calibrated analogue types with white pointers and matte black dials. Directly in front of the driver is a large 240-km/h speedometer with total and trip odometers. To its left is a rev-counter calibrated to 8,000 rpm and redlined at 7,000, and on fight is a combination gauge group. On either end of instrument cluster are tell-tale warning lamps in vertical rows. Outside the instrument panel and in the upper centre of the dashboard, is a vacuum fluorescent display (VFD) featuring a quartz-digital clock (with Climatic Control Heating Ventilation system or automatic air-conditioning option, it displays additional functions including air volume and direction, ambient or selected interior temperature). An optional Drive-Information System (DIS) is included in this display when fitted. DIS shows instantaneous fuel consumption, average fuel consumption and estimated distance on the remaining fuel. Frequently used switches and controls are positioned on the curved cluster face, in three "reach" zones determined by careful ergonomic consideration that minimizes the driver's eye and arm/hand movements. The closest to the driver are front and rear demister/defroster switches that can be reached with a "bent" elbow. The intermediate zone, "straight" elbow area, includes main heating/ventilation and optional airconditioning (HVAC) switches, and a hazard warning blinker switch. The furthest "lean-forward" zone houses other auxiliary switches. The passenger side of the dashboard houses a standard supplemental restraint system (SRS) airbag above a lockable glove compartment. Steering-column-mounted twin-stalks controllighting and directional indicators, and windscreen wipe/wash functions as is standard Mazda practice. All switches and stalks were specifically designed or tuned for the Xedos 9 to ensure smooth, precise operation without free play.
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The central console houses an air-outlet and an audio control/display. A genuine walnut wood inlay-panel is an option for the console. Power window switches are located on the integrated door-trim panels. A 380-mm-diameter, urethane covered steering wheel is standard. The center of the wheel houses a supplemental restraint system airbag, and its column is telescopically adjustable for reach. A leather-wrapped steering is optional. The floor-mounted accelerator pedal provides secure foot support and reduces the driver's fatigue during long trips.
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Seat and Safety Belts The driver's seat offers fore-and-aft, height and seatback rake adjustments. Total travel is 23 cm, and the front rear portions of the cushion are individually adjustable by 40 mm. Seats covered in fabric are manually adjusted, while leather and synthetic "Nubuck-type" options include full power-adjustments (fore-aft, cushion height and seatback rake). The leather option's front passenger seat has fore-and-aft and seatback-rake power adjustments. The synthetic Nubuck-type package's front passenger seat has manual adjustments. All version have the driver's head restraint manually adjustable for height and angle. The seats are an important part of a car's total suspension system. And because of their sophisticated design, the Xedos 9's front seats qualify for the description "suspension" unto itself. The foundation of the new seat design is its novel hip- and back-contour construction. The seat has steel hip-contour (HC) and blow-formed plastic back-contour (BC) plates that were shaped ergonomically to conform the human anatomy. The shape of the HC plate is based on the SAB 3DM dummy. This plate shapes the seat cushion and is suspended by coil springs and flexible band. The BC plate firmly supports the upper edge of the hip-bone and the lower back in the area around the 4th and 5th lumbar vertebrae. The BC plate's support diminishes toward the upper portion of the body, but again firms up at the shoulders. The plate is supported by coil and torsion-bar springs from the seatback frame. The HC/BC construction reduces the seat's pillowy movement induced by specific oscillations in the range of 3-4 Hz, and harsher vibrations ranging from 10-15 Hz, resulting from small, sharp inputs. High-quality moquette-fabric cloth is the standard seat upholstery. The seat's appearance is enhanced by a process in which the outer fabric, inner pad and back sheet are heat-formed into a single covering with permanent, deep and crisp pleats. Rear seat construction features a frame and a separate urethane pad that facilitates easy disassembly for recycling. A small opening behind the center, folding armrest into the boot allows a pair of skis or other long items to be stowed inside the car. The front safety belt system incorporates an impact-sensing pre-tensioner that tightens the belts in case of a collision. In addition, the shoulder anchor on the B-pillar is adjustable for height. The rear seat is equipped with 3-point belts for the outboard passengers and a lap belt for the occupant in the middle.
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Novel, Quality Materials The Xedos 9 interior features a blend of materials, colours, textures, leading to a sense of design uniformity and quality. Novel new materials and manufacturing technologies are employed in the execution of the luxurious and elegant interior. Powder-Slush Forming: The main instrument panel, central and floor consoles and door trim panels are formed by this process. The conventional method is to overlay a synthetic, leather-grained sheet over an inner pad. The "Powder-Slush" process uses powdered overlay material in the forming mould that has grain pattern. When heated, the powder material melts and the panel's overlay sheet is formed-in-place. Leathergrain is more faithfully and minutely transferred to the component's surface. Synthetic "Nubuck-type" Seat Upholstery: "Nubuck," fashion term coined from French Neo and English buck, is a high-grade napped leather with a velvet-liketexture. In contrast to suede's flesh-side surface, Nubuck, cow leather, has shaved and napped skin-side surface. This leather, simulating coveted buckskin, is highly prized and obviously expensive. Nubuck cannot, however, be used in an automobile because of its poor wear characteristics. Therefore, Mazda and Seren Company jointly developed a synthetic material offering the admired features of Nubuck, plus the durability, longevity and weather-resistance required of an automotive material. Synthetic "Nubuck-type" material is based on a knitted fabric with specially treated threads that faithfully follow the seat's intricate three-dimensional contours. The material is woven from ultra-thin fibers (0.3 denir. Nylon stocking's thread is 15 to 20d). Synthetic "Nubuck-type" fabric is likely the most Nubuck-like material. It also has good resistance to spilled liquids. Storage and Boot A number of convenient storage areas are provided in the cabin, including a lidded console-box between the front seats, a lidded-map compartment in each front door 20/59
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large enough to hold a European road-map boot, a coin-box in the instrument panel, and a compartment in the rear shelf for stowing a first aid kit. The boot is fully lined, including the underside of the lid. A plastic tray fitted within the spare wheel holds oddments.
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Heating/Ventilation, Air-conditioning An efficient heating/ventilation system with forced air-inlet ventilation is standard in the Xedos 9. The system is electrically controlled. The heating system includes ducts to the rear-seat foot wells. An option is the Climatic Control Heating/Ventilation System with 5-micron air filter. Also available as an option is an advanced full-logic electronically controlled airconditioning system. The electronic control unit receives various input signals including ambient and in-cabin temperatures, area of sun-ray projection, engine coolant and air-conditioning coolant temperatures, and determines optimum airconditioning performance by controlling vent outlet temperatures, air volume and velocity, and the ratio of fresh to recirculated air. The Xedos 9 air-conditioning uses environment-friendly 134a refrigerant. Solar-powered Forced Ventilation System In addition to the conventional glass sunroof option, the Xedos 9 is offered with a unique optional ventilation system, powered by solar cells imbedded in the glass sunroof. In direct sunlight on a clear mid-summer day, the solar cells generate 11 W of electricity, which powers two electric fans located in the boot. This ventilation system is capable of scavenging 140 cu. m. of air per hour,which translates to cycling the cabin air 70 times per hour. If a normal Xedos 9 was parked for two hours in direct sun during a mid-summer day in a temperate climate zone, the interior temperature could rise to as high as 74-degrees Celsius. With the system, temperatures are lowered by as much as 14-degrees C. In cooler weather when scavenging of heated cabin air is not required, the electricity generated can be directed to charge the car's main battery. The Solar Ventilation System is combined with Heat- and UV-filtering window glass. This glass has the ability to lower in-cabin temperature by 1 to 1.4 degrees, as compared with conventional green-tinted or heat-reflective glass. Interior Lighting Interior illumination with automatic timing is standard in the Xedos 9. The system controls the main cabin, rear passenger area, door courtesy lamps and door-key illumination* to make entry and exit easier at night. * not fitted when equipped with a keyless entry system
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Operational switch
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ENGINES The Xedos 9 is available with two engines: the latest versions of the K-series, electronically fuel-injected, DOHC 24-valve V6, specifically and carefully matched the luxury sedan extraordinaire. The type-KL is a 2.5-litre unit and the type-KF a 2.0litre version. The strengths of Mazda's K-series engines - smooth acceleration and running, high performance, compact dimensions and lightweight, quietness and low fuel consumption - were fully exploited and further enhanced in the two new versions that power the Xedos 9. TheType-KL 2 5-litre DOHC EGI V6 Mazda focused its leading-edge technologies on designing and building a highly efficient, high performance engine, anticipating demands - both regulatory and customer-driven - that would be placed on mid/upper-range cars. The resultant power plant, the K-series engine, showcases several advanced technologies, such as a compact, DOHC, 24-valve configuration, as exceptionally sturdy cylinder block, and advanced variable induction system. The mainstream type-KL 2.5-litre engine has oversquare internal dimensions, 84.5 mm bore and 74.2 mm stroke, equating to a displacement of 2,497 cc. The shortstroke design, together with lightweight pistons and connecting rods, reduce reciprocating mass, enabling the engine to rev higher and more smoothly. The 2.5litre is one of the lightest in weight and the most compact in its disptacement class. Maximum power of the type-KL V6 is 123 kW EEC/1 25kW DIN at 6,000 rpm and it produces a peak torque of 2l2 Nm EEC/2l6 Nm DIN at 4,900 rpm on a 9.2:l compression ratio. Premium-grade unleaded fuel (minimum octane requirement 95 RON) is required. Cylinder Head Design The cylinder heads are precision-cast aluminium, each carrying twin overhead camshafts. The front-bank exhaust camshaft and the rear-bank intake camshaft are driven by a common single-stage cogged-belt, which is checked by a hydraulic, automatic tensioner and two idler wheels. These camshafts, in turn, drive the frontbank intake and rear-bank exhaust camshafts by phasing spur gears. The driven gear consists of two paired gears, one of which is a "friction gear" with an additional tooth that meshes tightly with the driving gear, eliminating noise-generating backlash. Mazda's engineers were able to reduce the engine's overall height by this camshaft drive system. Cylinder head covers are made of aluminium and have steel oil separators to remove the oil from the blow-by gasses within the cover. To reduce noise and vibration, the covers are floating-mounted via rubber gaskets onto the cylinder heads.
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The cast iron camshafts are hollow to reduce weight. They actuate four valves per cylinder via inverted bucket-type tappets working with maintenance-free, hydraulic lash-adjusters (HLA). The two-stage camshaft drive allowed adoption of a very narrow angle, 27 degrees, between the Vee-inclined valves, forming a compact, pentroof-shaped combustion chamber. The combustion chamber has smooth, flush surfaces and a large squish area, the latter pushing mixtures toward the center where the spark plug is located, for rapid and complete combustion. Valve diameters are 32 mm for intakes and 27.6 mm for exhausts, and their lifts are 8.5 mm for both. The skirt of each precision-diecast piston is coated with molybdenum disulfide, allowing tighter piston-to-wall clearance. Each piston is cooled by an oil jet. Connecting rods are forged of high-strength, special steel alloy, and are light in weight which contributes to a reduction in reciprocating mass. Cylinder Block Design Mazda engine designers have adopted a unique split cylinder block design, to further enhance the inherently smooth-running 60-degree V6. The cylinder block is precision-diecast in aluminium and has elaborately shaped wall contours and reinforcing ribbing for exceptional rigidity as well as for reducing weight. The 2-piece cylinder block is split horizontally at the crankshaft centre. The open-deck upper block has cast-in iron liners whose tops are machined so that they press firmly against the asbestos-free steel-laminate gasket to ensure tight sealing. The lower block has cast-in iron hearing cap carriers, which are connected by integral, cast aluminium, longitudinal, twin-beams, forming an exceptionally sturdy ladder-like structure. This design precludes thermal distortion of the block, as well as providing secure main bearing support. The two banks of cylinders are connected by the integrally cast front and rear bulkheads, and are further reinforced by a top cover plate. The rigidly bolted upper and lower blocks thus form a short box-like structilre that possesses immense rigidity. It is also light in weight and compact in size. The forged steel crankshaft is a three-plane, even-throw type, and is supported by four main hearings. The rearmost bearing is wider than the other three, 22 mm to 21 mm, to provide secure support to mmimize vibration from this critical part. The crankshaft journals are strengthened by the latest deep-roll manufacturing process. The crankshaft is fitted with a torsional damper within the accessory drive pulley. Lubrlcatlon, Coollng and Exhaust Lubrication is provided by a full-flow, force-red system, pressurized by a highefficiency para-trochoid-type pump driven directly by the crankshaft. A water-cooled oil cooler, which fits between the oil filter and the oil filter body, is standard. When the pressure reaches 245 kPa, a portion of the lubricating oil is diverted to spray valves to cool the inside of each piston.
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The cooling system adopts a belt-driven centrifugal pump, an electric cooling fan and a sealed coolant circuit comprising a cross-flow, aluminium radiator and a pressurized overflow/sub-tank. The 3speed electric fan is electronically and thermostatically controlled and includes a newly added ultra-low speed that minimizes fan noise and reduces load on the alternator. The radiator is low in height and light in weight. The sealed coolant circuit minimizes vaporization and prevents coolant deterioration by atmospheric contact. The overflow/sub-tank has an inner construction that separates coolant and air that may mix in the circuit. The cooling system has ample heat dissipating capacity under the most arduous climatic and driving conditions. The cast-iron, three-into-one exhaust manifold on each bank of cylinders collects into the single collector tube. Length of the connector tubes from the manifolds to the merging point, 350 mm, was calculated to obtain optimum inertia extracting effects which contribute to increased torque at high engine speeds. The single down-stream exhaust system employs flexible tubes in order to isolate engine vibrations. The proactive Xedos 9 clears the proposed 1996 European Emission Standards (Step-II) exhaust emission standards with an advanced closed-loop control system incorporating manifold-mounted pre-catalysts and a 2-stage, low resistance, metalcarrier type, under-floor catalytic converter. Enhanced Fuel-lnjection, Variable Induction and Ignition of the K-series V6 for the Xedos 9 The type-KL employs the latest digital-electronically managed multi-point, port fuelinjection system. The management system is a 16-bit micro-processor featuring onboard diagnostic capabilities and twice the capacity of the original K-series engine family. It centrally controls the ignition, the variable induction system and the fuel injection. The injection system employs two integrated fuel supply rails, one for each bank of cylinders. Each rail has built-in fuel-pressure control, feeding to three side-feed, twinstream nozzle injectors. The fuel-pressure control device is located within the rail
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itself. Reliability is greatly enhanced, assuring sensitive response to every throttle movement. Each fuel injector is red from its side, rather than from the top as with a conventional injector. Because of this design, fuel vapor generated by engine beat is easily carried away by the return fuel, which facilitates quick, stable restarting after high-speed and high-load operation. Fuel is injected sequentially to the individual intake ports through the twin-stream injector nozzles, allowing finer mixture control and precise injection direction and timing, which improves performance, responsiveness and fuel efficiency. The integrated metering-injector rail assembly is light and compact and emits less noise, the last an important consideration because of all the work that has gone into reducing mechanical noise from the engine. The use of an integrated electric harness (wiring to each injector is integrated in the fuel rail) eliminates exposed wiring. The enhanced K-series incorporates a new heated-element air-mass flow metering device in place of a conventional flap-type mechanical airflow-meter or Mazda's own "Linearic" sliding-cone device previously used on the V6. The heated-element meter, an improved and more durable variation of the "hot-wire" meter, measures the air mass inducted by the engine. The intake air flows past a heated element, a thin, miniature knife-like piece protruding in the cylindrical passage, which is part of an electric bridge circuit to which a current is applied to keep it at a constant temperature above ambient. The heat required to maintain the element at the constant temperature is translated to the air mass introduced into the engine. The heated-element meter has no mechanical parts, therefore it has very little resistance to the incoming air. Its mass measurement is more precise because it is independent of the air density. Volumetric efficiency of the K-series engine is greatly enhanced by the application of Mazda's technology to two natural supercharging phenomena: Inertia Charge Effect - Air within the induction tract is accelerated by movement of the piston during the first half of the intake stroke and then pushed into the cylinder by its own inertia in the last half of the intake stroke. The column of air in the intake manifold may be likened to a weight-mass, and the air within the cylinder as a spring. Piston movement induces a weight-mass resonance, whose frequency can be optimized to help push air into the cylinder. And the length of the induction tracts can be calculated to maximize the filling of the cylinder by this Inertia Charge Effect. Resonance Charge Effect - This phenomenon is unique to a 6-cylinder layout, wherein air column vibrations produce a supercharging effect. The weightmass/spring equation also applies to this charge effect. In this case the air column within the resonance tube is the weight-mass and the air in the plenum chamber is the spring. Mazda exploits these two effects with a technology called VRIS, Variable Resonance Induction System. The V6's induction system consists of two separate plenum chambers which also act as resonance chambers. Each chamber feeds air through individually tuned tracts to one bank of cylinders. The two plenum-resonance chambers are connected by an elaborately shaped outer resonance tube and a center 28/59
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resonance tube. The two butterfly-type, switching and control valves (switching valyes "A" and "B" in illustration), situated in one of the plenum-resonance chambers and the central connecting-resonance tube, are opened and closed singularly or together, producing variation of the resonance tube length in four rpm zone (thus the designation "4-stage VRIS"). The engine's torque curve " rides" on the best values produced by three different torque characteristics obtained by the various resonance tube lengths. In the latest type-K engine, the VRIS has been further refined. The fresh air-intake, the connecting duct between the air-cleaner and the engine, and the plenum chambers are now of truer cylindrical-section, for reduced air resistance at high speeds. Two sets of the resonance tubes, one for each bank of cylinders, are of equal-length, and together with the cylindrical plenum chambers, improve the system's acousticresonance charge effects in the low- and mid-speed ranges. The electronically-controlled ignition system incorporates two important features. One is trace-knock-control, whereby ignition timing is set extremely close to the engine's knack boundary. When the system senses minute knocking (via a piezoelectric knack-sensor located at the base of the Vee-banks) imperceptible to human ears, it promptly adjusts ignition timing to control further knocking. Operating on this hairline knack limit, the engine's performance is optimized with no harmful effect to its mechanical reliability. The other feature is the active ignition control function adopted with the type-K V6 and manual transmission combination. Torque fluctuation during acceleration may cause unpleasant "bucking" vibrations. The ignition system senses variation in engine rpm, interprets it as the vehicle's forward-motion variation, and slightly retards ignition timing to hold down torque output, in order to ensure the vehicle's smooth progress. In the automatic transmission-equipped model, the engine and transmission computers are interfaced so that the former momentarily retards ignition timing in order to moderate the engine's torque output for smoother gear changes.
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The Type-KF 2.0-litre DOHC EGI V6 The type-KF 2.0-litre engine shares most of the latest refinements with the type-KL 2.5-litre unit, with emphasis on outstanding fuel efficiency. The bore and stroke are also "oversquare", 78.0 mm and 69.9 mm, respectively, obtaining a total cubic capacity of 1,995 cc. Maximum power of the 2.0-litre V6 is 105 kW EEC/107 kW DIN at 6,000 rpm with peak torque of 176 Nm EEC/180 Nm DIN at 5,000 rpm. The compression ratio is 9.5:1 and the engine requires 95 octane (RON) unleaded fuel. Valve diameters and lifts are: 28.5 mm and 7.8 mm for intakes and 23.1 mm and 8.4 mm for exhausts, respectively. The type-KF 2.0-litre V6 is offered with a 5-speed manual transmission.
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DRIVETRAIN The Xedos 9 powered by the type-KL 2.5-litre DOHC V6 is offered with either the type-H2 manual5-speed transaxle or the latest type-GF electronically controlled 4speed automatic transmission. The type-KF 2.0-litre version is available with the 5speed manual transaxle. Drive is to the front wheels via equal-length drive shafts which minimizes torque steer effects during rapid low-gear acceleration and when cornering. The Type-H2 5-speed Manual Transaxle The type-H2 manual transaxle is the latest evolution of the type-G unit for Mazda's transverse-engined, high-power and torque, front-wheel-drive models. The clutch is hydraulically operated and consists of a single dry plate and diaphragm spring that ensures light and smooth operation. The plate is non-asbestos material and its diameter is 215 mm. All gears are synchromeshed. The primary shaft carries the 3rd-, 4th- and 5th-gear synchronizers. These gears, except the one that is engaged, "free-wheel" on the shaft, greatly reducing the primary shaft's moment of inertia and enabling quick and light gear changes. The primary shaft is supported by low rolling resistance ball hearings, again contributing to smoother gear changes. Further, the 1st and 2nd gears are fitted with inner rubber frictional dampers. Together with the arrangement of 3rd-through5th synchronizers on the primary shaft, these dampers eliminate gear clatter when the vehicle is at standstill with the engine idling. Another significant and effective innovation incorporated in the type-H2 transaxle for the Xedos 9 is coupled-type . double-cone synchronizers on 1st and 2nd gears. The coupled inner and outer synchronizer rings greatly reduce gear shirt effort, particularly during cold-temperature operation. Gear-tooth shape was optimized by Mazda's latest computer analysis method called Load Teeth Contact Analysis (L TCA), which results in greatly reduced meshing noise. The analysis has been applied to all forward and final-drive gears. In addition, the final-drive gears are precisionmachine-finished after their heat-hardening 31/59
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treatment to minimize acceleration and engine-braking meshing noise. The transmission's synchronizer action has been enhanced by a new shirt fock design in which the two arms of all the shirt rocks have equal rigidity. Thus, the displacements of the two arms are always the same, allowing the hub sleeve to move parallel and engaging gear more smoothly. The gear selector's movement has been reduced to optimize the ratio between selection movement and shirt movement, making for quick gear changes. In addition, five nylon bushing support the shirt rads, resulting in rod friction. TYPE-H2 TRANSAXLE AND FINAL-DRIVE RATIOS Engine type Internal ratios 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th rev. Final-drive ratio



KL 2.5



KF 2.0



3.636 2.050 1.324 1.026 0.780 3.462 4.105



3.636 2.050 1.324 1.026 0.780 3.462 4.105



The Type-G F 4-speed Automatic for the KL 2.5 V6 The type-GF is the latest, enhanced version of Mazda's electronically controlled 4speed automatic transmission for transverse-V6, front-wheel-drive models. A number of refinements have been incorporated in this transaxle for the Xedos 9. The GF continues with automatically selected Normal Sport shift modes, and features the convenient Hold mode. The torque converter is a high-efficiency, compact, lightweight unit with an oblong cross section. It adopts impeller, stator and turbine vane designs, based on recent work by Mazda on vane shapes and fluid flow dynamics. The new converter combines high torque capacity and enhanced transmission efficiency. The torque converter lockup works in 4th gear, directly coupling the engine and transmission to improve fuel economy. Additionally, it incorporates a sophisticated "slip lockup" control, which is similar to the driver's slipping the foot-operated clutch of a manual gearbox to prevent clutch judder and noise at low vehicle speeds. The transmission computer "thinks," instructing well-timed slipping, just enough to prevent powertrain vibration. This feature retains most of the direct-drive efficiency derived from the torque converter lockup. The transmission and engine are centrally managed by the interacting automatic transmission control unit (ATCU) and engine control unit (ECU). The ATCU's control logics and calibrations, together with the transmission's hydraulics, received careful review, and numerous improvements have been incorporated to realize the smoothest and responsive operation expected of a luxury-performance car.
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TYPE-GF AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE AMD FINAL-DRIVE RATIOS Engine Type KL 2.5 V6 Torque converter stall rpm 2,400 stall ratio 2.05 lockup on 4th gear Transmission ratios 1st 2.800 nd 2 1.540 3rd 1.000 th 4 0.700 rev. 2.333 4.176 Final-drive ratio Drive Shafts and Wheel Axles The drive shafts are of equal length and diameter with a central support bearing. The shafts incorporate free-ring tripod constant-velocity joints. The wheel axles are supported by angular ball-bearings with low rotational resistance. Powertrain Mounting The powertrain is mounted at four points, whose positions and heights were carefully analyzed and chosen. These mounts are: No. 1 mount - at aft/mid-height of the torque converter housings, No. 2 mount - at the lower front of the torque converter housing, No. 3 mount - at the engine' s right end, and No. 4 mount - above the transaxle's left end. The powertrain is attached to these mounts via rigid aluminium brackets - Nos. 1 and 2 brackets are diecast, No. 3 forged and No. 4 gravity-cast - designed to minimize vibrations. A fabricated steellongitudinal frame supports the forward end of the No. 2 mount. The rear of this frame is attached to via rubber mount to a substantial, intricately-shaped squeeze-cast aluminium cross member, forming an inverted T -shaped subframe structure. The rearmost, No. 1 mount, is located at the T's junction. The Nos. 3 and 4 mounts are attached to the side members of the integral body structure. The axis between the Nos. 1 and 2 mounts crosses the powertrain's torque-roll axis almost at right angles, and is placed as close as possible to the powertrain's center of gravity. This mounting method minimizes idling noise and vibration and greatly reduces the powertrain's pitching motion and yawing moment. The mounts were carefully chosen and specifically tuned for the Xedos 9. There are certain contradictory requirements in the mounting of a transverse powertrain. Mounts that are soft in the fore-and-aft direction are effective in isolating idling noise and vibration. Yet, firmer mounts are desirable to arrest engine rocking, which can occur during acceleration and deceleration, and also to improve the automatic transmission's shift smoothness.
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Mazda engineers have successfully resolved these requirements by adopting a variable-rate, ethylene-glycol-fluid-filled No. 1 mount, which combines a soft dynamic spring rate at idling frequencies (30-40 Hz), and a firmer dynamic spring rate to suppress ultra-low frequency vibration. Road surface irregularities may also excite the powertrain, and cause vertical shaking motion. To counter this phenomenon, the No. 4 compression rubber mount, which acts as the lateral pivot on which the powertrain moves, has been given a firmer spring rate. Resultant vibration is absorbed by the No. 3 fluid-filled mount.



Electronic Traction Control System tor type-KL 2.5 litre V6 models An advanced traction control system (TCS) is fitted as standard equipment in Xedos 9 models powered by the type-KL 2.5-litre engine. Conventional traction control systems generally use a secondary throttle valve to moderate the engine's torque output. However, the new system achieves fmer torque control by a combination of ignition retard and by cutting off the fuel supply to as few as two cylinders to as many as aall six. The TCS/ABS (anti-lock brake system) computer interfaces with the engine management computer, using the ABS wheel-speed sensors as main input signal. Other input sources include the steering angle, engine-speed sensors, the idling switch and the traction control manual cutoff switch. The new TCS applies the appropriate amount of torque to the driving wheels under adverse conditions such as slippery surfaces, as well as during spirited cornering for safe, smooth driving.
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CHASSIS The goal of Mazda's designers and engineers in developing the Xedos 9's chassis was straightforward: make the car a profoundly satisfying driving experience by creating a perfect harmony between vehicle dynamics and ride-comfort. Only then would the Xedos 9 appeal to today's sophisticated and discriminating European drivers. The conceptual requirements of the Xedos 9 chassis included: - Impeccable roadholding and responsive handling - world-class danger/obstacle avoidance capability. - Outstanding high-speed straightline stability. - Ample suspension travel, generous fore-and-aft compliance, and carefully calibrated spring and damping characteristics to achieve superior ride comfort. - Minimum squat and dive during rapid acceleration or hard braking. - Handling, stability and ride-comfort unaffected by vehicle loading. - A compact front suspension to allow the designers to lower the cowl and bonnet for purposes of aesthetics, aerodynamics and excellent forward visibility. To achieve the development objectives, an all-new multi-link suspension was conceived, designed and perfected exclusively for the Xedos 9. Why multi-link? Simple. Because any suspension has to perform a multiplicity of orten conflicting tasks, any design is going to be - to one degree or another, - a compromise. But these compromises can be minimized if the designers are given the freedom to divide the tasks into clearly defined and separate functions. To achieve such "simplicity" generally requires a multiplicity of components - a multi-link suspension - and considerable design time on powerful computers. The Xedos 9 is equipped with an engine-speed-sensing, variable power-assist, rack and pinion steering system. Type-KL 2.5-litre V6 models may be fitted with the latest version of Mazda's electronically controlled vehicle-speed-sensing 4-wheel steering system. The 4WS' performance has been further enhanced by the adoption of new yaw-rate and steering-angle sensors, a DC brushless phasing motor and an enlarged 16-bit electronic control unit. The system calculates a virtual road-surface frictional coefficient by its integrated control with ABS and traction control. The brake system features large-diameter ventilated front and solid rear discs, front brakes employing 2-piston calipers. A 4-sensor, 3-channel anti-lock braking system is standard in the Xedos 9. The standard tyre-wheel combination is 205/65R15 94V radials on 6JJ X 15 pressed steel wheels with full wheel covers. Cast aluminium wheels of the same size are an option. Front Suspension The multi-link front. suspension positions is forged steel, L-shaped lower transverse and shorter pressed-steel upper I-arm much like an unequal-length upper- and lowerarm arrangement, commonly referred to as "double wishbones." The lower L-arm's 36/59
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pickup points are on the squeeze-cast (this method produces high-strength castings) aluminium subframe. The arm's front rubber bushing incorporates a steel tubular insert that provides lateral rigidity required for precise handling. The arm's rear mount is via a fluid-filled, damper-type bushing, providing ample and controlled fore-and-aft compliance, a prerequisite for a supple and smooth ride, isolation of road noise and prevention of judder. The upper I-arm is positioned low on the upper portion of the subframe structure. This location allows a longer arm, which, together with the lower wishbone, produces long suspension travel, 90 mm in jounce and 90 mm in rebound. The inclinations of the upper and lower arms are such that an optimum roll height is achieved. The front roll centre is lower than the rear suspension's and changes in roll-centre height have been optimized. When cornering, this results in a more natural, linear feel, increased frontwheel grip and minimal "jacking" motion. One of the strengths of the Xedos 9's double-wishbone suspension is its ability to maintain the tyre perpendicular to the road surface. A small amount of negative camber during jounce and in the early stages of rebound, provides handling stability. Excessive amounts of negative camber in jounce are, however, detrimental to straightline stability. Optimum camber characteristics are achieved by the combination of a relatively small kingpin inclination and an acute caster angle. The suspension also forms a "virtual" kingpin axis that greatly reduces the wheel's centre offset, minimizing steering kickback and torque steer. The front suspension’s forged steel upright/hub-carrier extends upward beyond the upper I-arm pivot, where its twisted upper end is longitudinally located by a leading link via ball-joint. The leading link is, in turn, mounted to the body via a rubber bushing. Viewed from the side, the twisted upright and leading link form another high-mounted wishbone, making "triple-wishbones" in all. The addition of this upper upright/leading link provides the suspension with rotational stiffness in the longitudinal direction to counter braking torque, thus minimizing dive, meanwhile, the fore-and-aft compliance built into the bushings, provides superior ride quality. Toe changes caused by the wheels moving upward in jounce are minimal and linear. Also, toe changes during acceleration and braking are minimized. When the wheels are subjected to lateral force, a modest degree of toe-out is generated. This results in mild understeering-to-neutral-handling characteristics which assist stability at high speeds. The coil spring and damper are concentrically mounted on the L-arm. Their upper ends are separately mounted to the body so that vibrations are independently isolated. The mounting of the spring-damper unit is such that fore-aft and lateral frictions are minimized, resulting in a more supple and comfortable ride. The damper's valving system minutely controls damping force from at low piston-speeds. It is also fitted with an inner rebound-control spring. The dampers are filled with low-pressure inert gas, which improves their ability to absorb minor surface irregularities. The front suspension is fitted with a tubular, 20-mm-diameter anti-roll bar mounted on the lower L-arms via ball-jointed links.
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Attachment of the various front suspension linkages to an elaborately-shaped squeezecast aluminium subframe, which is, in turn, bolted to the unitary body via four rubber bushings, results in improved isolation of mid-frequency vibrations. The pickup point of the upper leading link ("third wishbone") on the body is reinforced by a stiffening member, which significantly contributes to the suspension's overall structural rigidity.



Rear Suspension The rear suspension is also a multi-link design, similar concept to the front suspension's. It incorporates the control feature which has long been the hallmark of Mazda's various rear suspension systems. The suspension features twin splayed lower transverse links, rather like the TTL (twin-trapezoidal-link) system. These lower links, together with a single mid-height, upper transverse link form "double wishbones." The twill links' wheelside-pivots are attached to the extended and twisted forged steel upright/hub-carrier, which is longitudinally located by upper and lower trailing links whose forward ends are mounted to the body shell via large and progressive-rate rubber bushings. The coil spring/damper unit is concentrically mounted the lower, front forged I-arm. As with the front suspension, the spring and damper are independently mounted to the body shell. The damper's valving system is tuned to absorb minute surface irregularities at low piston speeds, to endow the car with a supple yet well-damped 38/59
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ride. An integral low-pressure inert-gas filled chamber in the damper improves ride quality. The rear suspension has a travel of 230 mm, of which 100 mm is in jounce and 130 mm in rebound. A 17-mm-diameter solid anti-roll bar, which acts on the upright on either side via ball-jointed link, is standard equipment. The unequal-length upper- and lower-transverse links are mounted to a steel fabricated subframe via large rubber bushings. The subframe is, in turn, attached on the body shell via tour large, widely-spaced rubber mounts. The new multi-link rear suspension has following merits that improve handling, roadholding and ride comfort. *Toe-in induced by lateral (cornering) force - The trapezoidal lower links' placement and bushing characteristics induce an appropriate amount of stable toe-in. *Toe-in induced by upward movement of the suspension (jounce) - An appropriate amount of toe-in is induced by the combined effect of the lengths, body-side mount positions and downward inclination of the lower transverse links during jounce. *Toe-change compensation during the application of fore-art force - The movement of the twin lower transverse links under such fore-art loads, maintains the stable toe-in attitude of the wheel. *Fore and art compliance for outstanding ride quality - The trailing links securely locate the suspension, thus allowing the use of longitudinally soft bushings for absorbing road irregularities. *Optimum chamber characteristics obtained by the double-wishbone arrangement The lengths of the lower transverse links and upper lateral link have been optimized to induce negative camber during jounce resulting in outstanding cornering performance. * Anti-lift geometry is incorporated in the rear suspension by means of the placement and inclinations of the upper and lower trailing links. *Friction- and interference-free movements of the suspension linkage and springdamper unit have been achieved by separating suspension functions and assigning them to the individual components. SUSPENSION GEOMETRY Front suspension Toe-in, mm Camber, deg Caster, deg. Caster trail, mm Steering scrub, mm Kingpin inclination, deg. Rear suspension Toe-in, mm Camber, deg



Unladen



3 people + 15 kg luggage



3.0 +/- 3 0.1l +/- 0.45 negative 2.32 +/- 0.45 17.5 10.2 9.06



3.0 0.50 negative 3.0 20.0 10.0 9.4



3.0 +/- 3 0.17 +/- 0.45 negative



3.0 1.0 negative
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Steering The Xedos 9's steering is by a power-assisted rack-and-pinion system with enginespeed-sensing variable power assistance. It requires 2.9 turns of the 380 mm-diameter leather-rimmed steering wheel to execute 12.2-m turning circle, measured from wall to wall. The steering gear is securely attached to the cast aluminium subframe, which precludes play in the gear-linkage assembly and enhances responsiveness. The steering column incorporates a telescopic collapsible column section to absorb impact energy during a frontal impact. The steering wheel's centre pad houses a supplemental restraint system (SRS) inflatable airbag as standard equipment. Electronically-controlled, Yaw- and Speed-sensing 4-Wheel-Steering System (4WS) An option for top-of-the-range 2.5-litre V6-powered models is a new generation 4wheel steering system, a refined version of the system employed in the 626 and other upscale Mazda models. Three important inputs have been added to the 4WS control system. They are 1) frontwheel-steering angle and steering-angle-input speed sensors, 2) yaw-rate sensing and 3) virtual road-surface frictional coefficient sensing, in addition to the original vehicle-speed-dependent control parameters. Further, a 16-bit electronic control unit is employed in place of the previous 8-bit ECU. The new ECU is interfaced with that of the ABS/TCS control system, even using some of their sensors as inputs for coordinated control of the three functions. The new-generation 4WS, together with the multi-link suspension, ABS and TCS, form a truly "intelligent" chassis, enabling the Xedos 9 to achieve an unparalleled level of vehicle dynamics and active safety. The "hardware" part is based on Mazda's renowned speed-sensing 4WS. The front steering employs a rack and pinion system whose power assistance is electronically controlled and vehicle-speed-sensitive. Hydraulic pressure is provided by a tandemtwin-pump main power source. The front steering ratio is 15.5:1, and requires 2.8 turns of the steering wheel from lock to lock. A mechanical steering shaft extends from the front steering's rack bar to the rearsteering-phase control unit, which determines rear-wheel steering direction and angle. The rear steering system consists of the electronic control unit, the control valve, the steering-phase control unit, various sensors, a power cylinder and output tie-rods. Vehicle-speed-sensing Control The 4WS system varies the phase (direction) and ratio (angle) of rear-wheel steering in relation to the front wheels, according to a memory map in the dedicated steering computer. Using only vehicle speed as an input (more accurate speeds are now obtained from the ABS wheel-speed sensors), the system steers the rear wheels in the opposite direction to the front wheels' below 47 km/h. Maximum rear-wheel steering angle is 7.0 degrees. 40/59
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Combined with the front wheels' fulllock, it enables the Xedos 9 to execute a wall-towall turning circle of 10.7 meters, 1.5 meter smaller than the non-4WS version. At 47 km/h, the 4WS neutralizes the rear-wheel steering (straight-ahead position); above this speed, it steers the rear wheels in the same direction as the front wheels. The computer that controls the 4WS determines the optimum ratio between the front and rear steering angles. Front-wheel steering angle and Steering-input-speed Control When a large steering angle is applied in conjunction with a quick steering input, as in the case of cornering or a lane-change maneuver, the new-generation 4WS system momentarily steers the rear wheels in the opposite direction to the front wheels in proportion to the steering angle and input-speed. The system also progressively moderates the amount of the rear wheels' same direction steering. The control function produces optimally agile yet stable turn-in into the steered direction. This control is deployed all the war up to the car's maximum speed.
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A steering-angle sensor picks up the steering-angle and input-speed signals from the mechanical steering shaft between the front and rear steering units, and feeds them to the steering computer. Yaw-rate-sensing Control A tuning-fork type yaw-rate sensor (yaw is motion or oscillation about the vehicle's vertical axis) monitors vehicle's yaw rate, and the steering computer compares it with the base data, and feeds more same-direction steering lock in the medium-to-high speed ranges. The 4WS system's stabilizing effects are greatly enhanced by the system's ability to react to changes in yaw. Control by Virtual Road-surface Frictionnal Coefficient Interaction with the ABS/TCS computer enables the system to determine the virtual road-surface coefficient of faction, or simply stated, how slippery the surface is, by the speed difference between the front and rear wheels (ABS wheel-speed sensors are used as the input source). When the system judges the vehicle to be on a low-friction (or slippery) surface, it feeds more same-direction rear-wheel steering to improve stability. The new-generation 4WS system's same-direction control parameters function fight up to the vehicle's maximum speed. As a fail-safe measure in the event of hydraulic failure, a central-locking spring which lacks the rear steering system in neutral (straight-ahead). Should an electric malfunction occur, two solenoid valves disengage hydraulic assist, and activate the central lock-spring so that the rear steering is placed in straight-ahead position. In the 4WS-equipped Xedos 9, the single transverse link and the steering tie-rod form a trapezoid on either side of the rear suspension. Benefits of the new-generation 4WS are: *Superior cornering power and stability. *Greatly improved steering responsiveness and precision. *Marked improvement in cross-wind stability. *Exceptionally stable lane-changing and obstacle-avoidance maneuvering. *Enhance stability on such slippery surfaces as snow-covered and loose-gravel roads. *Smaller tuming circle. One of the most outstanding features of the new-generation 4WS is its a performance in a "double-lane-change" maneuver, a yardstick frequently used in Europe. The non42/59
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4WS has already proven to be a class-leading performer in this test. The 4WS model surpasses not only the 2WS Xedos 9 but also many of the world's best sports cars and GTs. Brakes and ABS The brake system features 274-mm diameter, ventilated rotors up front and 286-mm diameter solid rotors at the rear. Swept areas are 712 sq cm for each front disc and 553 sq cm for the rear. The front brakes are equipped with powerful 2-piston calipers. The brake pads are made of asbestos-free, low-steel-content, semi-metallic material. A tandem servo unit with 8- and 9-inch servos in a common housing provides hydraulic assist. An advanced electronically-controlled 4-sensor, 3-channel, 4-wheel anti-lock brake system is standard in the Xedos 9. It employs four individual wheel-speed sensors to detect differences in revolutions, and three channels to control the front brakes individually, and the rear brakes as a pair on the "select-low" logic (the-rear wheel with lower adhesion coefficient determines the brake pressure applied jointly to the rear wheels). The ABS computer is interfaced with the 4WS*, and controls TCS** when so equipped. * optional on the type-KL 2.S-litre series ** standard in the type-KL 2.S-litre series
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BODY Mazda's long-standing engineering philosophy is that an automobile body of exceptional structural and dynamic rigidity is the basis of superb handling, roadholding, comfort and, above all, passenger security. The car's various dynamic components, including power train, suspension, steering and brakes, function most efficiently when located in a body that provides solid support. The development objective of the Xedos 9 was to create a body shell of outstanding rigidity, surpassing not only Mazda's previous best efforts but also those of the world's top luxury-performance cars. Few cars can match the Xedos 9's static bending stiffness of 5.1 X l05 kgf-m/rad, and torsional stiffness of 3.9 X l05 kgf-m/rad. Suppression of noise, vibration and harshness was among the priority development goals. It was successfully achieved by the new body construction. The body most be light in weight, an important ingredient in the car's performance and efficiency. Again the Xedos 9 body scores high marks in this area. Mazda' s utmost concern was occupant protection in the event of accident. The company' s advanced computer-aided structural analysis techniques were fully applied to design the body with a strong central section and "deformable" front and rear sections that efficiently absorb impact energy. Longevity is another important consideration for a luxury automobile. Critical body components are protected against corrosion by the latest surface treatment methods. Body Structure The Xedos 9 body is of all-steel, welded, monocoque construction. The underlying design criteria were as follows: the main underfloor longitudinal frame rails must be as straight as possible, they must be of ample cross sections and their attachments to other structural members should be strengthened. The longitudinal frame rails running from the front cross member to the member under the middle of the passenger cabin are of large closed-box section, and truly run straight. Similarly the side sills are of large dual-box sections and of heavy-gauge steel with high-tensile steel inner reinforcement. To improve torsional rigidity, each front longitudinal frame member and side sill are reinforced and connected by a large torque box. The 40 large-section tunnel is of a two-story construction with an upper closed box section. The front longitudinal frame rails are connected to this forward, closed-section end of the tunnel via a dashboard-lower cross member. The real longitudinal frame rails are also securely attached to the side sills. The longitudinal frame rails under the passenger cabin area are ried together by four large-section cross members, including an additional heavily reinforced member situated between the lower dashboard frame and the centre cross member. Forward of the dashboard, the upper longitudinal frame rail's attachment to the Apillar is reinforced by a triangular gusset. This area of the car, linked as it is to the lower longitudinal frame rails, which are ried into the lower dashboard cross member 44/59
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and to the side sills, is extremely strong and rigid. The front suspension's spring/damper towers are also connected to the upper and lower frames. The upper body features heavily reinforced A-, B- and C-pillars. The A-pillar structure is especially important in the body rigidity of a front-wheel-drive car. It is reinforced by inner members running the length of the pillar and has a dual-box section. The Xedos 9 has a one-piece outer side panel, stamped by the latest 5,200-ton transfer press, which wraps up and over the roof. The line where this side panel is welded to the roof panel is covered by a roof-length moulding. Roof-luggage-carrier attachment latches are integrated in this rail-moulding, with flush covers when the carrier is not fitted. The upper portion of the body shell above the windscreen features a box-sectioned front header that continues back into the side roof members, forming a strong cage-like structure around the passenger cabin. The rear header is also a boxsection and the bulkhead behind the rear seat is reinforced by a wide V-shaped diagonal brace. The belt-line area of the door is strengthened by inner reinforcing members, and each door has a strong tubular "side impact bar" made of high-tensile steel of 150-kg strength class. Further, in order to prevent the rear door from intruding into the cabin in case of a side-collision, a rectangular steel box-shaped stopper is welded on the floor. To eliminate the need for periodic greasing, the usual metal bushings have been replaced by fluorine-resin-coated bushings. This type of bushing is also used in the bonnet and boot lid hinges. The roller-type door checkers use coil springs with consistent spring-rate characteristics for smooth operation, and incorporate rust-free plastic components. The aluminium bonnet is supported by parallelogram hinges and securely kept in closed position by twin latches. The boot lid's opening and closing is assisted by twin gas-filled struts. Particular attention was paid to weight reduction combined with strength. High-tensile steel accounts for about 43 percent of the Xedos 9' s total steel sheet weight. Body Technology Mazda employs advanced fabrication techniques during body manufacture that contribute to improving the strength and the appearance of welded parts. For instance, new welders control weld time and weld pressure according to the material and the thickness of the steel sheets, as well as combinations of steels. Management of amperage control has been increased from 5 steps to 10. And automatic tip cutters are adopted for all welders. The emphasis Mazda has placed on strength and rigidity is reflected by the fact that the Xedos 9 passes the U.S. 30-mph barrier test for a frontal collision, the rear collision test, the roof crash test and tests for door latch strength. Extensive NVH Control Measures Effective new materials were developed jointly by Mazda and its suppliers for noise and vibration suppression. A sandwich-type sound-deadening material is applied to the front bulkhead and the rear inner wheel arches. This material performs better than a laminated steel or a conventional damping-material-over-steel panel. The new material has sound damping material sandwiched between a matching-size steel sheet and the main steel panel, and two steel sheets are mated by spot welding. 45/59
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All pillars are filled with urethane foam. During body assembly, a urethane sheet is bonded inside each pillar. When the body beats up in the paint oven, the urethane expands, filling the pillars. This foam eliminates the noise that would normally resonate from a hollow structure. A new sound-damping material is applied to the cabin floor. This material possesses consistent damping characteristics over a wide temperature range. Also, a thicker layer of undercoating is applied to the rear wheel housings to minimize noise transmission from gravel and sand thrown up by the tyres.



To suppress load noise, Mazda first examined the tyres to make sure they isolated disturbing load inputs. In addition, the engineers studied the resonance frequencies of the various suspension components, including bushings. The Xedos 9 is at the top of its class for reducing wind noise. A new type of inner sash with a garnish to keep the glass in place and the triple-sealing structure of the body and sash scaling, suppress noise generated by air rushing over and through the body when the car is travelling at high speeds. Reducing the gap between the glass and its moulding to just 4.0 mm also helps cut wind noise as weIl as improve appearance. When the sliding sunroof is fully opened, a deflector helps reduce wind turbulence and resonance in the cabin. Attention to detail can be found in the new quiet wiper assembly mounted on a sturdy frame and the innovative rubber-mounted motor for the sliding sunroof. Inside the cockpit, a cable-less speedometer was adopted to avoid cable noise and to improve durability and reliability . To eliminate resonance when the engine is idling, brackets and braces for mounting engine auxiliaries have been reinforced. Fluid-filled engine mounts absorb engine vibrations during acceleration and deceleration. To insulate noise from the engine compartrnent, the inner surface of the bonnet lid is lined with insulating material. In
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addition, fluorine-resin-coated bushings at the bonnet hinges reduce sliding friction as well as noise caused by wear. Anti-Corrosion Measures Galvanized steel sheet is used for about 90 percent of the body sheet metal. Organicresin coated steel panels are used for the exterior and underside of the car. Use of this organic-resin clear paint over the zinc-nickel plated steel sheet greatly enhances corrosion resistance. Six kilograms (6 kg) of PVC (polyvinyl chloride) undercoat are applied over the entire underbody of the car. In addition, all hollow sections, including the doors, lids, trames, cowl and side-sill cavities are coated with anti-rustwax, while the underbody's panel joints are coated with a scaling material. There is also a 400-micron PVC coating on the side sills to prevent chipping. Thus the body is guaranteed for 8 years against perforations caused by rust.
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SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND THEFT PREVENTION Safety In creating the Xedos line of luxury-performance automobiles, Mazda has held firm to the belief that quality in all its various permutations must ultimately merge with safety. Thus, wide array of active and passive safety measures are included in the design of the Xedos 9. Active Safety The driver must have total control of the car, and the car must respond to the driver's command, and in some instances augment or moderate human thought and action, if there is a chance of avoiding danger. These active safety aspects of the Xedos 9 have already been detailed in the CHASSIS section. Mazda designers and engineers placed special emphasis on another important safety factor: Ensuring a good field of vision through the adoption of a low bonnet, by keeping windows and mirrors clean and, at night, by superior lighting. Measures include: - Door-mounted outside mirrors with rain-deflectors built-in to their housings. - Outside mirrors with built-in hearing elements. - Class-leading defroster performance. - Efficient ventilation to clear "fogged" interior glass surfaces. - Rain gutters integrated into the A-pillars and the roof - Enhanced wiper performance through increased wiper rigidity. The wiper assembly is first mounted to a sturdy die-cast aluminium frame, which is then attached to the body via rubber bushings. Compared to conventional wiper designs, motor noise has been reduced by 5 dB and blade reversal noise by 5 to 10 dB. - Windscreen washer nozzles with hearing elements are optional offered for severe winter driving. - Halogen project-beam headlamps keep the road ahead well lit. The low-beams project optimized sharp beams with long reach, a wide spread and precisely defined cutoffs. - A headlamp cleaner system is optional. It includes a fluid-level sensor in a large tank. - An outside temperature display in the instrument cluster, included in the Climatic Control Hearing/Ventilation system and automatic air-conditioning options, warns the driver of freezing conditions. - Projector-type fog lamps integrated into the front bumper/facia are an option. - At the rear, the large tail-lamps reduce the possibility of rear-end collisions from following vehicles. A rear 44 fog-lamp is incorporated in one of the taillamp clusters. As detailed in the INTERIOR AND AMENITY section, Mazda's designers and engineers created the driver environment with large, legible, well-illuminated instruments and gauges and easy-to-operate switches controls. The design and engineering objective was "high-performance, high quality office," one that confidence and provides supreme comfort when driving very high speeds for long periods of time, which possible in Europe.
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Passive Safety Many of the steps Mazda has taken to protect Xedos occupants when an accident is unavoidable have been described in the BODY section. These include the straight-through underfloor frame rails that distribute and share impact energy among critical members; front rear crush zones; a super-strong passenger cabin to minimize deformation; reinforced pillars, headers and bulkheads, stronger door latches; an impact absorbing instrument panel and a steering column that progressively collapses in a frontal impact. The front bumper system prevents damage to such functional equipment as the headlamps and cooling system for speeds up to 5 mph (8 km/h). The rear bumper system ariers similar protection up to 2.5 mph (4 km/h). The strong, rigid structure created by the connection of the side sills and cross members, pillar reinforcements, impact-beams in the doors, and the rear door intrusion stoppers provide occupant protection in case of a side collision. The Xedos 9 is equipped with dual airbag supplemental restraint system (SRS) as standard equipment. The front-seal safety belts are adjustable for shoulder-anchor height, and incorporate pre-tensioner that tightens the belts firmly against the driver and passenger in case of a frontal collision. The plastic fuel tank is placed in a protected area between the rear seat and the spare wheel well.
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Environmental Contribution Reduction of Exhaust Emissions The Xedos 9 exceeds the European Emission Standards (EC Step II ) which are being considered for implementation in 1996, as well as the 1994 United States Federal emission standards. The 1996 European Standards call for combined emissions of hydrocarbon (HC) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) half the level of the 1993 regulations. The Xedos 9 qualifies for tax incentives granted to automobiles that meet or exceed specific low emission levels planned in various EC countries. Reduction of Carbon Dioxide Emission The Xedos 9's outstanding fuel efficiency directly contributes to the reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, which is one of the causes of global warming. Non-Asbestos Gaskets and Brake Pads All gaskets and brate pads contain no asbestos. HFC 134a Refrigerant in the Optional Air-conditioning System The Xedos 9 air-conditioning system uses HFC 134a refrigerant instead of ozonedepleting CFC R12. Material Recycling Of the materials that comprise a typical passenger car, 75 percent are ferrous and other light metals that are readily recyclable and actively recycled. Of the remaining materials, the collection and recycling of plastics is the primary concern to the industry. Steps Mazda has taken in the design of the Xedos 9 include: - 85 percent of the plastic parts are made of easily recyclable thermoplastics. - Plastic parts that weigh more than 100 grams are identified as to their material types by labelling/markings. - Mazda is vigorously pursuing "Design for Disassembly," to facilitate separation of different materials for recycling. An example is the rear seat construction that has separate frame, upholstery and inner padding. European and Japanese Bumper-recycling Mazda is establishing recycling operations in Germany and Japan, to collect and recycle plastic bumpers. A full-scale nationwide project was implemented in February 1993 by Mazda Motor Corporation and Mazda Motors Deutschland (MMD), the national distributor of Mazda vehicles in Germany. In this project, MMD estimates same 75,000 used bumpers (equivalent to about 300 tons) will be recovered annually from the dealer network in Germany. Mazda and MMD have been conducting research since November 1991, to develop technologies to recycle used bumpers into new auto parts. In the full-scale project, TESS, an auto parts transportation specialist, will collect bumpers from dealers as they deliver new service parts. Polymer Chemie GmbH, a leading plastic recycling company in Germany, processes the bumpers into granules. The processed granules will then be shipped to Mazda Motor Corporation in 51/59
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Hiroshima, Japan, where the material will be used in such plastic components as underbody panels and boot floor-boards. In Japan, a similar pilot project has been ongoing since January 1992. The initial phase has since been extended to Mazda's dealers in the Metropolitan Tokyo area. Theft Prevention Advanced and comprehensive vehicle and accessory theft prevention and occupant protection measures are incorporated in the Xedos 9. Ultra-Sonic Theft Deterrent System An overhead ultra-sonic transmitter/receiver unit detects breaking of any of the glass panes, and activates the alarm system. The sensor is visible from the outside, and its installation clearly shown by labels placed on the front door-windows to discourage break-in. Audio Theft Prevention The audio system incorporates a shut-off circuit which locks the system when removed from the vehicle. It cannot be reactivated unless a proper identification code is entered. Four wrong codes would also shut off and lock the system to prevent further attempts. The installation is shown by a red blinking lamp on the audio's control panel, and also by window labels. Inner-groove key The door ignition key is an inner-groove type that prevents unauthorized duplication. A secondary key provided with the car does not open the boot or the glove compartment. Transmitter-type remote-control, keyless entry system The transmitter incorporates a "rolling-code" function which changes the unlocking code every time it is used (pressing the unlock button), making any attempt to decipher/duplicate the code by a third party a futile effort. The remote system has an added security measure of automatic locking of all doors that occurs 30 seconds after the vehicle is unlocked but any of the doors not actually opened.
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DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING Innovative Development Process tor High Quality In the design and development of the Xedos 9, Mazda adopted an extensive benchmarking method on 827 items in the car's exterior and interior fit and finish. A review board was formed, consisting of the divisional managers of all concerned departments, including planning, design, development, procurement and manufacturing, and headed by the Xedos 9 product program manager. From the onset of the project, experts from Mazda's European and American research centres (MRE and MRA) participated in the project. One of the priority design and development objectives was reducing panel gaps. Mazda's goal was a 15-30 percent reduction, especially between doors, fenders, bannet and boot. The innovative and cutting-edge technology used during the development included: - Precision-fit tolerances in the design stage were achieved by the use of the Cray super computer. Fully utilizing the speed of the super computer, the number of points the designers used for FEM analysis of the Xedos 9 body was tripled. The analysis allowed the designers to closely monitor panel gaps from the early design stage. - Super "Laqmus" model. "Laqmus" is Mazda's internal designation for a fuIlscale, fiberglass model used for styling design development. During the Xedos 9 development, Mazda extended the concept to that of the "Super Laqmus," which is equal parts styling model and engineering model, its dimensions faithfully following the car's engineering blueprints. Super Laqmus allowed significant gains in the exterior quality improvement program, leading to the first running prototype being built only two months after it. This development method also allowed earlier tooling for production. Nearly 30 percent of the first prototype's major body panels, interior components and plastic parts were produced by the final stamping dies and forming moulds. In the second running prototype, as much as 90 percent of the components and parts were machine-stamped and formed using the final dies and moulds. - A number of prototype cars from the first and second batches were used strictly for the purpose of fine tuning exterior and interior fit and finish. - A bolted-together body-in-white: All body components were bolted together, not welded, to make up a complete body shell of super-accurate tolerances. This body was used to analyze how the loads and pressures introduced by spot welding could potentially cause body-shell distortion. - Part Coordinate Fixture: A special measuring and correcting device to check and ensure close fit and accurate finish of stamped body panels. - Interior component positioning and measuring device: Used to check the dimensional accuracy and fit of major interior components, such as the instrument panel, central/floor console and door panel trims, which were built into this device as in an actual car's interior.
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New Hofu – Home of the Xedos One of the most important prerequisites for a new upmarket car line is industryleading quality. Because such quality can only be achieved with a state-of-the-art manufacturing, Mazda constructed a new production facility for the Xedos models in its plant in Hofu, Japan. This facility features the latest in advanced automation systems and technologies, including extensive use of inline measurement devices to feed back information on tolerances, thus improving the precision of the car, especially in regard to welding accuracy and panel fit. The expanded facility, New Hofu, adds about 90,000 square meters to the original factory's 150,000. The degree of automation is much higher in the New Hofu facility than the original plant. In this instance, automation was vigorously pursued for the sake of attaining extremely high quality appropriate to the Xedos brand, not for further productively improvements. The stamping shop's 5,200-ton transfer press, one of the biggest in the world, processes single-piece body side stampings of the Xedos 9 and 6. Single-piece stampings are lighter than fabricated ones, plus higher surface quality can be maintained. Spot-welding of bodies is 100 percent automated. All together, about 250 robots, including component-transfer types, are employed in the welding operation. Noteworthy is a station where welding of the underbody, side-frames and roof-panel takes place in a one-step operation, which greatly improves geometric accuracy as weIl as appearance. Mazda developed new metal treatment and painting technologies for the Xedos in the New Hofu plant. A quality fmish has to start with a quality surface. The Xedos 9's outer body panels are formed of a new type of "high-reflective" steel which has microscopic recesses etched into the surface by a laser to improve paint adhesion. Following a cathodic electro-coating primer bath and applications of various sealers and PVC undercoat, the body moves to an area where an elastic soft primer is applied to the bonnet, front fenders and front portion of the roof, areas vulnerable to stone chip damage. Urethane paint is applied to the lower sides of the door and locker panels, again to improve resistance to chipping. Robots are used to improve and stabilize coating quality. Next, a mid-coat of a colour similar to the top coat is applied. This produces a lustrous finish and makes damage to the top coat caused by stones and other road debris barely perceptible. The inside of the boot and engine compartment are carefully coated, with great attention given to uniform appearance. The top coat consists of a base coat and a clear coat. Normally, two coats of each are applied. However, Mazda has adopted a centrifugal spraying system using a highspeed rotation tip with excellent paint atomizing properties instead of a compressed air spray nozzle system. As a result, the paint can be applied more finely, and, therefore, three thinner base coats followed by two clear coats are applied. This has the advantage of allowing the mica particles in the metallic colours to spread out more
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evenly so that light reflection is more directional, resulting in a more vivid colours and more enhanced lustre. Finally, the top coat is hardened by a 2-stage pre-baking system to further improve appearance. The first stage employs rar ultrared baking to prevent dust adhesion. The paint, itself, was specially developed for the Xedos line to give a hard, scratchresistant fmish and improve acid resistance. With this protection, the Xedos 9 retains its new-car appearance long after it is delivered to the customer. The most unique painting process in the New Hofu is Mazda's rotation baking, which gives the Xedos 9 its "Hi-reflex" finish. The car body is rotated on its longitudinal axis while the clear coat is baked. Rotating the body approximately every 10 seconds while the paint bakes and cures negates the effect of gravity on the paint. Application of this technology has allowed Mazda to achieve a quantum leap forward in surface smoothness and brilliance. The automated and manual work areas in the final assembly section are completely separated. The former includes installation of power trains and chassis components. Linear-motor-driven carriers are used in the automated areas for precise positioning of bodies and major components.
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4 Specifications
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Since 1992, he has been working as a writer and director for film and. TV. Andreas ... man and decides for this love under a great amount of pain. The common ...
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Bag 9 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. Page 7. 7. 9. 4x. 1x. 7. 4x. 8. Page 8. 8. 9. 1x. 1x. 9. Page 9. 9. 9. 5. 2x. 2x. 2x. 11. 5. 1. 2. 2x. 10. Page 10. 10. 9. 12. Page 11. 11. 9. 1x. 1x. 5. 1x. 1x.
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07 9 

FR Donahue, Scott. 16:45.0. 25:55.5. 27:48. DNR. 26:31. DNR. 26:24. 33:03.8. 7 ... 14 FR Seus, Mike. 17:25.0. 26:55.3. DNR. 13:24. DNR. 26:58. DNR. DNR.
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F6KED-9 

Oct 14, 2007 - http://aprs.he.fi/info/F6KED-9. Station info - [map view Â· info Â· raw Â· beacons Â· messages Â· browse Â· stats]. Callsign, ship name or locator: F6KED- ...
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n~9 

18- atlerce qui ut osalirms part la foul criures de fleurs , fe proni), l garriving cua ... ref, Deun lunes entourent, hymru Bum dent chaudenait applauli k soit une ...
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9- Echec 

Albert Einstein. Pour cela, posez-vous 3 questions: 1) Pourquoi avez-vous Ã©chouÃ© ? Est-ce par manque de ressource ou de compÃ©tence ? Est-ce Ã  cause d'une ...
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Dictée 9 

Refais l'étape 1 pour t'assurer que tu as écrit tous les mots et les signes de ponctuation. écoutez écoutez. Dictée 9. Vous devez absolument posséder Acrobat ...
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Article 9 

Department of Clinical Medicine, John RadcliffeHospital, University ofOxford, Oxord, United .... patients were culture positive on admission (for S. typhi in 41.
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MEDIAMORPHOSE 9 

Il ne dirige rien, il n'appelle l'attention sur rien, c'est le mauvais pasteur qui .... déroulement, de l'évolution des attitudes et des repré- sentations des enfants.
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chapter 9 

need to calculate the second moment of area, I,, about this axis. Thus. 200 x 30O3 ..... Thus the core of a circular section is a circle of radius R/4. Example 9.6 A ...
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chapter 9 

material penetrated and the material is washed out of the hole by a stream of water just as in ..... the SPT be standardized to some energy ratio Rg keeping in mind the data ...... order of 20 per cent or less of the net imposed vertical stress at th
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